
GRASSMATS are the ultimate multipurpose landscape mats. They 
cover 5ft X 3.3ft and are made from 30% recycled rubber. They are ideal for protecting 
any high traffic areas like paths on a golf course during tournament time. They are also 
useful on construction projects, on playground areas, etc. The ring holes are specially 
designed to allow grass to grow back through the mats while protecting the ground and 
maintaining a cool surface for your feet. GRASSMATS are used every day to provide 
multipurpose and safety surfacing to schools, churches, city parks, recreational complexes, 
hotels, and tourist attractions. Other uses include ice rinks, snow sports, swimming pool 
changing rooms, and ski centers. Or, they can be used under swing sets or zip lines,  
protecting your children and your turf! Then, there are indoor uses, such as behind 
counters, food service areas, and bars, providing a heavy-duty anti-slip surface.
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Your Pathway to Protection

What are GRASSMATS?



GRASSMATS Playground Safety mats have been engineered to be the safest playground 
flooring and are a trusted playground flooring option for schools. In fact, many school 
districts are choosing GRASSMATS because they are cost-effective, easy to maintain,  
and a much cleaner alternative to wood mulch. The ring design prevents the mats from 
becoming hot to the point of injury for our children and they are safety tested to comply 
with ASTM F1292 and ASTM F1951 standards.

GRASSMATS for Playgrounds

BEFORE AFTER

GRASSMATS are the premiere choice for playground flooring. They are  
a superior alternative to wood mulch, recycled rubber mulch, and even  
pour-in-place.

Grassgrows rightback through!



We sell large quantities of these rubber mats to the golf sector every year for tournament 
preparation and ground protection due to high traffic. They are primarily used for
pathways and high traffic areas, such as at the side of tee boxes, providing excellent  
levels of protection while keeping the natural aesthetics of your course. They are  
suitable to be driven on by golf carts.

GRASSMATS for Golf Courses

BEFORE AFTER

Golf is a sport where making sure the ground is protected at all costs  
is key—our golf mats are definitely a low-cost solution! Whether it’s  
for your parking, games, or paths, we’ve got it covered with parking  
mesh ground protection and grass carpets.

Perfectfor golfcourses &walkways!



While GRASSMATS are the superior choice for playgrounds and golf courses, there are 
a multitude of uses for them:
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n  5 Year Guarantee   n  Easy Installation
n  Zero Maintenance   n  Safer Alternative to Mulch
n  30% Recycled Rubber

GRASSMATS have been tested to comply with ASTM F1292 and ASTM F1951.
Copies of full test results are available upon request or download/view online.

The GRASSMATS Facts

Other Uses for GRASSMATS

Gateway  /  Swing  /  Anti-Fatigue  /  Disk Golf  /  Gaga Pits  /  Equestrian  /  Events 
Kitchen  /  Walkways  /  Bridges  /  Non-Slip  /  Fitness stations  /  Boats & Marina


